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We prove several inequalities for eigenvalues of higher order elliptic equations on 
bounded domains in the Euclidean spaces. In particular, we obtain a good lower 
bound estimate of the eigenvalues of these equations. This may be viewed as a 
solution to the generalized Polya conjecture in the average sense. 6 1992 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTR00Ucrr0~ 
Let M be a smooth bounded domain in R” with smooth boundary aA4, 
n 2 2, where R” is the Euclidean n-space with standard Riemannean metric. 
Let L be the elliptic operator of order 2t defined by 
Lu= i %-,(--dYu, 24 E cm(M), 
m=r+l 
where r > 0 is an integer, a,‘s are constants with a,,, b 0, r + 1 <m 6 t, 
a I--r = 1, t a fixed positive integer, and A is the Laplace operator. The 
following eigenvalue problem of the higher order elliptic operator L is of 
extreme importance in the study of various branches of mathematics, such 
as differential geometry, differential equations, and mathematical physics: 
Lu=A(-Llyu, uEC”(M), O<r<t 
(d/dv )j u = 0 
(1.1) 
on f3A4, j=O, 1, 2, . . . . t - 1, 
where 8/8v denotes the unit outward normal derivative on aM. If r = 2h is 
an even integer, set 
(4g)b) = h(x), for gfz C”(M). 
Let 
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and 
Then (u, Lo) = sM U(X) ,5(x) dx = (& u), for u and u satisfying the 
boundary conditions of (1.1). Hence the eigenvalues Ai,,(~)‘s of (1.1) can be 
listed as 
For simplicity, we will also denote the eigenvalues ,&(L) by A,,, or R,, 
In studying the eigenvalue problem (l.l), since the eigenvalues A,,(Z,)‘s 
obey no rules, a significant basic problem is to find some good estimates 
of the upper and lower bounds of A+(L) (k Z I), especially the lower 
bounds. Regarding this problem, we propose the following conjecture: 
Generalized Polya Conjecture. The eigenvalues A,,(L)% of the eigen- 
value problem (1.1) of the operator L satisfies the inequalities 
k = 1, 2, . . . . (I.21 
where C, = 47r2/( w,)““, w, is the volume of the unit disk in R” and IM( 
denotes the volume of /MI. 
If L = -A, and r = 0, the conjecture (1.2) is simply the classical Polya 
conjecture which was proved by Polya for some special domains in the 
plane [4]. For arbitrary bounded domains in R”, the best lower bound 
estimate available up to now is the following result of Li and Yau (cf. [5]), 
fI ni,,(-A)>-f$Cn(&)2in, k = 1, 2, . . . . (1.3) 
i= 1 
hence 
k = 1, 2, . . . . 
In this paper we shall obtain some new eigenvalue inequalities which 
generalize (1.3). In particular, we have a good lower bound estimate for the 
eigenvalues l,,.(L) for k = 1, 2, . To simplify the statements, set 
Qn,l?l,k(W = 2 c:: (+J’“/“. 
The main results of this paper are as follows: 
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THEOREM A. The eigenvalues %i,,‘s of the problem ( 1.1) satisfy the 
inequalities 
for any real number a, and k = 1,2,3, . . . . where r is even. 
THEOREM B. For any positive real number p, we have 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
for k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . where r is even. 
THEOREM C. Let r be even. Then the eigenvalues of the problem ( 1.1) 
satisfy 
i 4,r>k ‘f Q,,,,dW k = 1, 2, . . . . 
i=l m=l 
Hence 
k = 1, 2, . . . 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
This is an easy consequence of the Theorem A or Theorem B. 
Theorem C verifies that the generalized Polya conjecture holds in the 
average sense. The inequality (1.8) reduced to (1.3) if L = - A, hence (1.5) 
and (1.8) generalize (1.3). If L = (-A)’ and r = 0, (1.8) is also obtained 
by Gu in [l]. As an example of (1.1) with r>O, if we take 
Lu=(-A)‘u+(-A)‘u, l<rdl<t in (1.9), we have the following lower 
bound estimate of A,%,: 
&,r B n+2;l-r)c’-‘(&)zii’I-n+2~l-r) 
k = 1, 2, . . . . 
We conclude this paper by estimating the lower bounds of the eigen- 
values for some general eigenvalue problems. 
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2. EIGENVALUE INEQUALITIES 
In this section we shall prove Theorems A and B. First we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let K, E, and K,,,, 1 < m < 1, be non-zero positive constants, 
where 1 is a positive integer, and F’: R” + R a bounded function satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(i) liFllLZ = KC co; 
(ii) ~lzZmF(z)llL~=K,<ar,,for l<m<l; 
(iii) lIF(I Lo = E < co. 
Then for any given constants a,,, > 0, 1 Q m < 1, 
(2.1) 
Proof Let rm > 0 be a constant (1 d m G 1) such that 
5 (z12”’ dz= K,/K. /;I < rrn 
By using the spherical polar coordinates we can see that 
nw K K,,,= &r n+2m 
n+2m m ’ 
and so, 
’ nwmamK n+2m- ’ 
c m=, n+h r m 2, %Km. 
Hence to prove (2.1), it suffices to show that the following inequalities 
hold. 
Now let 
WKwJ (n + 2m)/n < ).n + 2m m 2 l<m<l. (2.2) 
if 1zI < rm 
if IzI Zr,. 
Then 
.F (~1~~ F,,,(z) dz= K,, R” (2.3) 
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and 
(l4*“-eww -F,(z))BO, 
It follows from (2.3) and (2.4) that 
for any z E R”. (2.4) 
rfnmJ Wb)l -F,(r))G j 142m (IJGN -E;,(z))dz=O. 
R” R” 
Therefore 
E=I IF(z)1 dzQ/ F,Jz)dz=Kw,,rk. 
R” R” 
This proves (2.2), hence the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem A. Let { ui}f=, be a set of orthonormal eigenfunc- 
tions corresponding to {A,};= r, that is, if we let W/(X) = (&,)(x), then 
s,, WAX) w,(x) dx =1 ui(x)( -A)’ u,(x) dx = 6,. 
M 
Since u~(~~=~, we can extend each ui to R” by letting q(x) = 0 for 
x E R”\M. For any fixed real number a, set a = 2s, 
W(X, ,V)' i J-fwj(x) wj(YL 
j= 1 
and 
F(x)=j l@‘b, v)l’& 
M 
where ?@(x, y) is the Fourier transform of W(x, y) with respect to X. By 
Lemma 2.1, to prove (1.5) it is enough to prove the following: 
(a) l141Lm G (2n)-” WI 22; 
(b) JR” F(z) dz = Xf= 1 A?; 
(c) c;-:, a,K,=~:=, A?+‘. 
Proof of (a). 
F(z)=s, @‘(z, y)12dy=(2n)-njM II, W(x, y)e-i’X.Z>dx~2dy. 
For f E L’(M), define Tf e L'(M) by 
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Then Tw,=~;u;, for l<j<k, and Tw,=O ifj>k. Suppose IfI =l and 
f = q4g for some g E C”(M). Since { ui} p forms a base of Z,‘(M) we can 
write f= C,Y= i ajw.i. Then 
jz, I’jl’=~, lf12=IMI, and Tf = 5 aj]v;wj. 
/=I 
Take f = e-‘<X.=>. Without loss of generality we may assume that O$M. 
Then f =#g for some gE C”(M). In fact, g(x)= ( -~/Iz(~)~ e -‘(-‘J> if 
r = 2h. Hence, 
F(z)=(27yJ i u,a,n::nfw,(y)w,(y)dy 
M i,j= I 
=(2x)-” 2 la,)2i:S~(2n)~“IMl~?. 
,=I 
Proof of (b). By the Plancherel theorem we obtain 
j wz=j j IkY)12Wz 
R” R” M 
=s R” x R” 
= i A? jM wi(x) wt(x) dx jM wi(Y) wi(Y) 4Y 
;= I 
Proof of (c). For any f E Cz(R”), it is well known that 
(-Zf) (z) = zJ(z). 
J 
(2.5) 
By induction using (2.5) we have for any integer h B 0, 
IV~hf(z)l = 142h+1 If(z)I, (2.6) 
m= IZ12h 3(z). 
We claim that for any integer m, 1 <m < t - r, we have 
(2.7) 
K, = s,. 1~1~~ F(z) dz = i Af” jM wi(z)( -A)” wi(z) dz. (2.8) 
I=1 
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If m = 2h, by (2.7) we have 
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s lz12”’ F(z) dz R” 
=s i R” M Mzm I @(z> y)12 dy dz
= i 
i,j= I 
Afif jRn 1~1~~ ki(z) kj(z) dz J‘, w,(y) wj(y) dy 
=i$, I$ I, {(-d)hwi(z)}2dz 
= ,& Af” jM wJz)( -A)2h wi(z) dz 
=;$, ;I’” jM wi(z)( -A)” wi(z) dz. 
(by the Plancherel theorem) 
(by the Green’s theorem) 
If m = 2h + 1, similar proof using (2.6) instead of (2.7) will verify (2.8). 
Thus, 
l-r 
1 a,,&,= ‘f i +z,,, jM wi(z)(-d)m w;(z)dz 
PI=1 m=l i=l 
=iil If” jM Wi(Z) LWi(Z) dz 
= 5 I$ jM q(z) Lu,(z) dz 
,=, 
This completes the proof of Theorem A. 
COROLLARY 2.2. The eigenvalues 1;s of the operator L satisfy 
(2.9) 
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for any q < 0 and k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . In particular 
(2.10) 
Proof. If q < 0, from Theorem A we have 
since &/;li > 1. 
Proof of Theorem B. Let 
I- r 
Q/c = 1 Q,.m,~(W~ (2.11) 
m=l 
First, let us prove (1.7). From Corollary 2.2, we can see that for any q > 0, 
we have 
(2.12) 
It follows from (2.10) and (2.12) that 
i l/J.; < kQ,“, for p= 1,2,3, . . . . 
i= 1 
Now, if p is not an integer, let q be an integer such that p < q. Then p = bq, 
b=p/q< 1. By Holder’s inequality (cf. [2]), since b-c 1, 
{jl (I:iy)b}l’bklh-l)-b$~l I,A;, 
and so, 
i l,AJ$k’-“( i I/jl)b$kl-b[kQ;V)h=kQ;P. 
i= 1 i=l 
Hence (1.7) holds. To verify (1.6), we divide the proof into two cases. 
Case (i). p > 1. 
Then by the Holder’s inequality 
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But, Theorem A gives kQk < cf=, iei, hence 
This proves ( 1.6) for p > 1. 
Case (ii). O<p<l 
We can express p as p = a/x, a > 1. Let l/a + l/b = I. Then 
Thus, by (1.7) we obtain 
or, 
The proof of Theorem B is complete. 
COROLLARY 2.3. For any positive real numbers p, q we have 
Proof. From Theorem B, 
3. GENERAL EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS 
The eigenvalue problem (1.1) is simply a special case of the following: 
UE C”(M), 
J=o (3.1) 
(a/av)h=o on dM,j=O, 1,2, . . . . I-1, 
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where b, 2 0 are constants, 6, # 0, 0 < j < r < t and the operator L is as in 
(1.1). Let {vi}: be a set of orthonormal eigenfunctions corresponding to 
the eigenvalues {P~,~}: of the eigenvalue problem (3.1). Let us also consider 
the eigenvalue problem (1.1) with 
Lu = Au. 
As in Section 1, the eigenvalues are denoted by &,‘s. Let { ui}‘; be a set of 
orthonormal eigenfunctions associated with the eigenvalues { &, 1:. Set 
(u, u > = !^, u(x) 4x1 dx, 
and 
(u, 0) = !*, u(x)(au)(x) dx, 
where (au)(x) = cj’=, bj( -d)ju(x). Then we have (vi, uj) = 6,. Let A,,, be 
the first non-zero eigenvalue of the following eigenvalue problem 
(-A)‘u=Au, UE C”(M), 
(a/av )j u = 0 on f3M, j=O, 1, . . . . t- 1. 
By the Rayleigh Theorem we have 
/1 r, f = inf 
i, 
WEC”(M), w#O, (w, w)=l, 
M w(-A)‘w (a/av)jw=OonaM,O~j~t-1 ’ 1 (3.2) 
and 
I+, = inf WEC”(M), wzo, (w,q)=O, l<ibk--1, 
(w,w)=l, (~/~v)jw=OonaM,O~j~t-1 
. (3.3) 
Let ~=~~=rj3~u~ be such that (w,w)=l and (w,ui)=O for 
i = 1, 2, . ..) k - 1. Such an element w always exists because {/I, 1 1 < j < k} is 
a non-trivial solution of a system of (k - 1 )-linear equations 
k 
C PjC”,9 ut> =O, 1 dibk- 1, 
j= 1 
in k unknowns. By (3.2), this element w satisfies 
I w(x)( - A)’ w(x) dx > A ,,<. M 
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Moreover, 
(3.4) 
It is not difficult to prove that (see remark below) 
s w(x)( -A)’ w(x) dx < I’l’, for l<j<t, (3.5) M 
where A = j,,, w(x)( - A)’ W(X) dx. Thus, 
(w, w) = jM w(x) i bj( - A)’ w(x) dx < i bj,Vt. 
j=O j=O 
(3.6) 
From now on we shall assume that A 1,1 2 1. Then it follows from (3.6) that 
we have 
(W, ) G jgo bjM W(X)( -A ’ W(X) dx 
< i bj 0 
ilr 
w(x) Lw(x) dx 
j=O M 
rlr 
<b w(x) Lw(x) dx , 
where b = cJCO bj, because 
I w(x) Lw(x) dx 2 I w(x)(-A)‘w(x)dx>/A,,,21. M M 
Thus, 
jM W(X) LW(X) dx j,+, w(x) Lw(x) dx 
(w, WI ’ b{sM w(x) Lw(x) dx}‘/’ 
(I ~ r)/1 
w(x) Lw(x) dx . 
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Since (w, w) = 1, and (w, u.~) =0 forj= 1, . . . . k- 1, by (3.3) and (3.4) we 
obtain 
pk,r 3; (A,,,)” r’!‘. 
Therefore, by Theorem C, the inequality (3.7) implies the following result. 
THEOREM D. Suppose that A ,, , > 1. Then the eigenvalues P~,~‘s of the 
eigenvalue problem (3.1) satisfy 
k = 1, 2, . . . . 
where b=xJ=,b,. 
The hypothesis n l,r, > 1 in Theorem D is not too restricted. Since 
Ai,,>(/1,,,)’ by [I], and it is well known that A,,, becomes extremely 
large if the diameter of M becomes mall. 
Remark. We have two different proofs for (3.5). A proof can be found 
in [3]. For completeness, let us sketch a proof based on [3]. Let T= - A. 
Note that if (a/av)j u = 0 on aM, j = 0, 1, . . . . t - 1, then 
(T’u, T/u) = ( TL’u, T’u), for i+j=c+d<t. 
Let (u, U) = 1. To prove (3.5), it suffices to verify 
( T’u, u ) < Aif’, l<j<t-1, where 1, = (T’u, u). (3.8) 
Suppose (3.8) holds for j = 1 and 2. By induction we may assume that (3.8) 
holds for j = k > 2. Let v = Tu/p”/‘, where p = (Tu, Tu). Then (v, v) = 1, 
(T’~2v,v)=p~‘E~, and for i+j=c+d<t-2, (T’v, Tjv)=(T’v, Tdv). 
Hence by inductive hypotheses, we have (T’v, v) < (pP 1A)i’(tP2), for 
j < t - 3. Thus if k + 2 d t - 1, that is, k 6 t - 3, and k 3 1, then 
because Jo < A2”. It remains to prove (3.8) for j= 1 and 2. By the 
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, (Tu, U) < (1 Tul *)I’* 1~1 ‘I2 d (T’u, u) ‘I’. From 
Green’s theorem, we can show that (T’u, u) $ ( T3u, u)‘j3. We will 
complete the proof of (3.8) if the following inequalities hold: 
( Tu, Tu) < ( Thu, Thu)‘lh, if t =2h; (3.9) 
(T2~,~)~(T2h+‘~,~)2’~2h+‘), if t=2h+l. (3.10) 
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Obviously, (3.9) is true for h = 1, and h = 2 follows from the 
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Assume that (3.9) holds for h = k B 2. Let 
h = k + 1, and u = Tu/p”* as above. By induction 
(TV, Tv)~ d ( Tkv, Tkv), 
from which we have 
<T k+lU, Tk+’ u)=p(Tkv, Tkv)>p(Tv, Tv)~ 
=p((T2u, T*~)/p)~>p’-~(Tu, Tu)*~ 
= k+l= (Tu, Tu)~+‘. P 
This proves (3.9). The proof of (3.10) is similar. 
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